ACROSS
1 Age
4 “Bad” cholesterol, for short
7 Diamond month: abbr.
10 Brevity is the soul of it, supposedly
13 Nos. on a periodic table
16 iPad ending?
17 401(k) alternative
18 More dangerous, as a road in winter
20 Classic poem
21 Man/mouse go-between
22 Queue from Q

23 British beef cut
24 Italian scooter
25 Craven of horror
26 Piece of sunshine
27 Great outing for a pitcher, but not perfect
30 You don’t want to face them!
33 Piano piece
34 Celebrate at the bar, perhaps
38 Agent on Chuck
39 On a desert island, perhaps
41 Author of All Quiet on the Western Front
43 Blond

44 They’re typically rung up
46 Errors
47 Peppermint Pattie brand
48 Slip
50 Blood: prefix
51 One of several singing brothers
53 Just
54 Animal ___
56 Peons
59 Singer Loretta
60 Brand for soap or chocolate
61 One way to travel
63 Jodie Foster role of 1994
64 Ring shout
100th Anniversary Crossword
by Roy Leban / Edited by Parker Lewis

65 Pink Floyd’s third album 66 Win, Lose, or ___ 68 Tofu source 69 West German Chancellor from 1963-1966 71 Connected, in a way 73 Diddly opening 76 Character in a C.S. Lewis title 78 Thematic element of many Frank Herbert novels 79 LiOn relative 83 Many a unit of measure 85 After dinner greeting, perhaps 87 Go hungry 88 Kennedy, in Washington, D.C., e.g. 89 Uno es 24 horas 91 Get away from 92 Figure out 93 Bit near a bit, perhaps 94 Some stags 96 Comedian Drew who is part owner of the Seattle Sounders

DOWN
1 Sincere 2 Arborio grain dish 3 Inventor of the 80-Down 4 Jury members, during court 5 Remnant 6 Lazy one, perhaps 7 Quick score in volleyball 8 π π π 9 One in a series at a gym 10 Delivered a knockout performance 11 Lightbulb moment 12 Some legal milestones 13 Puzzle inspiration for 3-Down 14 Get a better car, perhaps 15 Responds to a proposal, perhaps 18 Professional poker player Phil 19 Name in sauce 28 Potato farmer, perhaps 29 “Your name is ___” 31 What a pass from the Army might get you 32 Crew members 35 You might see one in a crowd 36 Item in a game manual 37 “___ by land ...” 40 N. or S. state 42 “Boring” 44 Scorched 45 Duel, but not so much 48 Off in the clouds 49 Activity in a game of Magic: The Gathering 51 Jenny from the Block 52 Olive of cartoons 53 End of a fable, typically 55 In deep 57 Ubiquitous insurance pitchwoman 58 Secretive, in a way 60 Homerism

62 Wee one 65 He was a metaphor for the evil in all of us 67 Edgar of the blues 69 Like-like suffix 70 She plays both Liv and Maddie R. on The Disney Channel’s Liv and Maddie 71 Chief Justice in the Dred Scott decision 72 Actress Vardalos 73 The last month 74 Choose (for) 75 Original name for 80-Down 77 Hoover Dam can be found on one 78 Living room piece 80 Puzzle type invented by 3-Down 81 A Gardner 82 Rank in a police dept. 84 “Danny and the ___” (1988 Kansas Jayhawk basketball team) 86 Elaine on “Taxi” 87 It has wheels, but can land without them 90 It covers a lot of ground 92 It’s a blast? 95 Yale 98 Essential item 99 Alternative to Facebook chat 100 Nattering ___ of negativism ... 101 One laying a floor 104 Frequently visited spot 106 Actor George of 107 Data center manager 109 Helper 112 Then alternative 115 ___ roll 117 First name in dogdom
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